We conducted a 3D dose distribution evaluation using the PDP technique for VMAT H&N treatment. We created 5 VMAT plans on a Rando phantom, where each plan has a PTV-to-skin distance of 0,1,2,3, and 5 mm for a given plan using Eclipse (Varian inc.). The PDP algorithm retrieves the 3D dose distribution for VMAT deliveries using the ArcCheck (Sun Nuclear inc.). The algorithm uses the patient structure, TPS dose calculation and plan as a baseline. According to the time dependent measurement the upstream and downstream fluence is measured for every 2 degrees of the ARC delivery. Then, by taking into account the TPS dose on the ArcCheck phantom the 3D patient dose is retrieved. Figure 1 shows the PDP algorithm sequence for H&N and breast VMAT.
Figure 1: PDP calculation sequence for H&N (left part) and breast (right part).
For every 2 degree gantry angle the AC dose is "morphing" to match the patient dose. This is done using the entering and exiting measured diode dose. Top left: dose on phantom; top right: dose on diode surface; bottom left: dose on patient; bottom right: current beam 3D contribution evaluation. Table 1 summarizes the mean and the maximum dose obtained for every case by the TPS calculation and by the PDP "measurement". Figure 2 shows the DVH for the case evaluated. The DVH analysis indicated a lower measured target coverage and homogeneity than the planned. 
Results:

